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Top conditions for
Cooyal shoot
Our June match at Cooyal was shot in near perfect
weather, with just a hint of breeze and enough
warmth to keep you happy.
Numbers were down due to a number of regulars
being away overseas. President Gary and Gavin
Dignam were in USA for the Quigley match, Dan
McDonald was also there shooting Silhouette and
Ken and Janette Brown were in Europe doing the
tourist thing.
That said, seven shooters shot 900/700/600 and
300 (OH) yards with five sighters and 10 scoring
shots at each.
Scoring was one point for a target and three for a
heart (on the 600 and 300 targets). In fact, it was
the heart shots that decided the event with Brad
Skrym scoring 40 points with 10 hearts, just ahead
of second place getter Paul McCarthy with 38 and
five hearts. Third was Jim Skyrm with 30 points.
Particular mention should be made of Peter Urner’s
score of 24, inc five hearts; pretty good at his first
full BPCR match.
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VALE BUZ COKER
Buz, Honorary Member of BRAA, died in July 7
after a battle with brain cancer.
When we started attending the Quigley Matches
in Montana the Match Director, Buz, took us
under his wing. As time progressed he and his
family became close friends to the Australians.
They looked after our gear between shoots, lent
us whatever we needed and were short of (in my
case, after a new gun was not ready in time, a
45/70 Shiloh and ammo to shoot the match
with) and shot with us at Quigley and Baker.
Buz himself was a retired US Army Colonel and
one of the most relaxed, gentle, decent, Christian men I have ever met. He could run a match
with 700 shooters without raising a sweat, a
quality that stood him in good stead as an Artillery Officer commanding nuclear capable systems.
He was buried in Forsyth with full military honours and is survived by wife Ellen, and three
daughters and a son, plus a large extended family, to whom we send our sincere condolences. Ed

With us for the shoot, but not competing, was Andrew Tuft. Andrew only came out of hospital two
days before the shoot but insisted on coming, probably against advice from Doctors and friends.
The Cooyal pub, where we dined on Saturday night
has new owners with lots of plans to make it more
attractive. We wish them well—the better the pub,
the better for us - and their first change was to the
menu which went from offering about 25 dishes
plus pizzas down to five. Lets hope quality replaces
quantity!

Amnesty
The Amnesty starts on July and Club Armourer,
Paul McCarthy is able to take any guns that BRAA
Members want to hand in. Just bring them to the
July, August or September shoots. The hand in is
Anonymous.
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Pics from top left: Brad Skyrm gets the winners goodies
from Club Secretary Bill Sherman; good to see Pam (and
Jim) Skyrm with us again; Andrew Tuft takes in the sun;
Paul McCarthy shot a very respectable six at 900; Bill won
the door prize and not much else!

NEWS
Gary Vandersluis and Gavin Dignam are back from
shooting the Quigley Match in Forsyth, Montana. As
luck would have it they were able to attend Buz
Coker’s funeral on June 20 and also to dine with the
family as has been the custom in happier times.
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